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The copper wires have always been one of the most significant sources of power transmission in the electrical and electronics

industry. Both of these industries are highly dependent on wires made of copper and thus their quality bears a huge importance.

Even a slight defect in the quality is enough to put everything in danger. 

Keeping all these nuances in the mind, We at Bhagyadeep Cables is committed to provide the best quality material to our

esteemed clients and customers. Over the years, the industry of Bunched Copper Wire has evolved significantly with a drastic

change in Manufacturing technology and methods. This has resulted in a considerable improvement in the quality.

We offer a range of Bunched Copper Wires which have been specially engineered and manufactured as per the needs and requirements of

the customers of that particular range. 

B-8 Concentric-Lay-StrandedHard,

 Medium-Hard or Soft Copper Conductor.

Bunched copper wire and cable meets or exceeds the following ASTM specifications:

B-1 Hard-Drawn Copper Wire B-2 Medium-Hard Copper Wire.

B-3 Soft or Annealed Copper Wire. B-33 Tinned Conductors

B-787 19 Wire Combination

 Unilay-Stranded Soft copper wire.

Detail Description or Construction : Solid or Concentric stranded hard drawn bunched copper conductor.

Application : For aerial power transmission and distribution line, circuit ground connections as well as machinery and equipment

grounding.

Marking: Indent and embossed mark are printed on solid conductor o central wire for stranded conductor, if requested.

Installation : Hard drawn copper conductor can be installed in air. It is recommended that the installation instructions

indicated by the Local
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BHAGYADEEP provides Copper products such as Bare Copper Wire, Tin Coated Copper Wires & many other related products. 

For more information related to our high quality products, you can directly contact us here.

The input materials used for producing Bunched Copper Wire at our Manufacturing plants are of a sublime quality, so that the

flawless performance of the manufactured products can be guaranteed for a lifetime. What keeps us ahead of the competition is

our state of art equipment and facilities, to which we always keep intact with latest technologies.

 

One should never compromise on the quality of the wires as the low quality wires can save a few bucks for you, but they will

certainly prove a loss making preposition in the long run. And over to it, your peace of mind will always remain compromised as

the durability and reliability of these cheaper yet low quality products can never be guaranteed.

 

Our long experience in this domain and feedback of our customers has helped us a lot in evolving ourselves as the specialist of

this industry. The products are available in all sizes and packages including the likes of spools, reels and master reels and coils.

The complete range of our products carries a USP of supreme quality, reliability and durability. Moreover, an economical price

tag ensures that our Bunched Copper Wires deliver a complete value for the hard earned money of our customers. In addition to

this, most of our products come with special offers and lucrative schemes to further benefit the buyers.


